Remote video monitoring for alarm central stations – made easy and efficient

through integration between AXIS Camera Station and Immix platform.

A powerful service delivery platform
Immix® CS is a software automation platform developed for alarm central stations. Using AXIS Camera Station video management software (VMS), it can connect to features and functions of installed Axis cameras – through one single service delivery platform. This makes it possible to provide various remote services such as guard tours, video monitoring, and video escorts.

Easy-to-use VMS + tailored services
AXIS Camera Station is a reliable video management software that helps protect businesses on a day-to-day basis. The combination with Immix offers the flexibility to create new and unique services tailored to specific needs. For example, if a person triggers a help alarm in a parking garage, Immix will receive a signal and verify them via video. The operator can also perform other actions such as open a gate. This can be done via one single user interface, eliminating the need to operate multiple software products.

Transparency with clear audit trails
While processing an event in Immix, the system records everything the operator saw, said and did. This audit trail provides complete transparency of operations and can be shared securely with third parties, giving them both insight and confidence in the provided services. The audit trail can also be shared with back office systems, for example for automation or reporting.

Web portal with added value
Immix is a 100% browser-based platform providing the flexibility to create unique branded web portals for end customers. Through a special user role, administrators can tailor the view provided to each end customer to include access to the multimedia audit trail, live cameras, reports and dashboards for one or several sites.

> Control devices in one simple interface
> Link traditional alarms with video
> Build recurring revenue
> Complete audit trail of all events
> Increase efficiency of your operations
About AXIS Camera Station
AXIS Camera Station is a video management software specially developed for small and midsized installations. Retail stores, hotels, schools and manufacturing sites are among companies that enjoy full control and protection of their premises and can quickly take care of incidents. All to make businesses run more smoothly. AXIS Camera Station matches Axis network video products and features to offer end customers a complete, flexible, safe and reliable system.

About Immix
Immix® CS is a software product that operates in a central station and consolidates a wide range of different security products into one simple operator interface. It is designed to help deliver new video-based services to customers and build recurring revenue. It has been proven to dramatically increase the efficiency of central alarm monitoring stations through next-generation video monitoring services.

Why Immix
> Specialized on software to manage security events
> Almost two decades of expertise
> Immix® CS - the single security monitoring platform
> Global presence
> Ongoing R&D innovation to deliver state-of-the-art solutions
> Thousands of sites are powered by Immix

Why Axis
> Industry leader in network video
> Global market presence
> Strong partner network
> Smart, innovative products and services for video surveillance, access control, audio systems, and video analytics

Why network video
> Superior image quality
> Remote accessibility
> Easy, future-proof integration
> Scalability and flexibility
> Cost-effectiveness
> Distributed intelligence
> Proven technology
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Immix
Event data to the alarm receiving center from AXIS Camera Station system.
Get live view stream, control PTZ cameras.
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